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Business overview

We have leading positions in online 
classifieds, and marketplaces in NZ

We connect people, allowing them to 
undertake a transaction or form a relationship

Trade Me aims to make life better for Kiwis 
through online experiences they love

We have strong engagement and trust –
top 10 most loved brand (Colmar Brunton) 
and influential brand (Ipsos)



Trade Me

• Founded in 1999
• Listed on NZX and ASX in December 2011, share 

price A$2.20

• Share price (20 Feb 18): A$4.13 

• Dividend yield F17: 4.1%

• Total return since listing 124% vs ASX 200 90% 

• Market capitalisation: AUD 1.64 billion
• Indices: S&P/ASX 200, 300 and All Ordinaries, 

MSCI small cap, FTSE small cap, S&P/NZX 15, 
20, and 50  
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Our vital stats
NZ market conditions

NZ has stable market conditions and a stand out 
reputation for trust and integrity

NZ is ranked:

• the least corrupt country in the world1

• #1 in the world for ease of doing business2

• #4 in Asia for innovation3

NZs growth cycle looks set to continue with low interest 
rates, fiscal stimulus and population growth; some 
capacity constraints, particularly in the labour market

1 Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index  2 World Bank 2017   3 Global Innovation Index
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Reinvesting strengthened our business and value 
proposition
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1 Net operating profit excludes one-off non operating items: F18 nil; (F17 $1.4m; F16 $8.1m).



Great growth through high-value products 
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Our F18 results so far - it’s been a good six months

Revenue growth was driven by excellent performance of our classified businesses –
particularly Motors and Jobs

Expenses increased 9% mostly due to headcount growth (FTEs 564 at 31 December 2017) 
and increased cost-of-sales (sales mix). Not including cost-of-sales, expenses were up 6%

Our full year profit guidance remains unchanged

1 Growth rates exclude H1 F17 one-off non operating items of $1.4m
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Estimated Addressable Markets and Our Market Share1

TME Print and Other

Motors
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Overview
Our online classified business for vehicles

Vehicle inventory from private sellers (~50%) and 
professional dealers (~50%) are advertised as 
auctions or fixed price classifieds

Revenue is from listing fees, auction success fees, 
monthly subscriptions and premium products  

Motorweb provides data product and services in 
both NZ and Australia

Competitor landscape:
• We have a strong #1 market position by both 

inventory and audience measures

1 NZTA Stats, Competitor Websites, Third Party Research, Company Results

$89m



Property
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Overview
Our online classified business for properties that 
are for-sale and for-rent, sourced from private 
sellers (~10%) and professional real estate 
agents (~90%)

Revenue generated through classified 
advertising listing fees and premium product 
sales

Competitive landscape
• We have a strong #1 market position as 

measured by  comparable audience sizes
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Property

Estimated Addressable Markets and Our Market Share1

TME Print and Other

1 REINZ data, Competitor Websites, Third Party Research, Company Results

$134m



Jobs
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Overview
Our online employment classified advertising 
business with job listings sourced from 
recruitment companies and employers

Revenue is derived from direct casual listings, 
job packs and volume plans and the sale of 
premium products on all of the above

Competitive landscape
• We are a close #2 in the NZ online jobs market 

based on audience behind global peer Seek
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TME Print and Other

1 BNZ Marketview, Competitor Websites, Third Party Research, Company Results

$81mJobs
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Marketplace
Overview
Mix of new and used goods, from professional and 
casual sellers.  New goods are ~40% of revenue 
and ~50% of items sold

Revenue is mostly success fees on sales; also 
revenue from premium products and services 

Competitive landscape
We are a market leader in NZ.  This is a 
competitive market with many new entrants.  

Competitors include traditional bricks and 
mortar retailers, offshore and local online 
marketplaces.  

1 BNZ Marketview, Competitor Websites, Third Party Research, Company Results

$3.2b

$600m
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Marketplace sales by category shows our diversity

$835 million of merchandise 
was sold on our Marketplace 
platform in F17 

The area of the bubble is the 
relative value of sales in each 
category



We’re larger and stronger than ever
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We have a large and engaged community, 
which gives us brand awareness and 
affection, and a strong network.

Local scale

We work hard to earn the trust of New 
Zealanders. We’re careful and respectful with 
our approach to privacy.

Local trust

We have rare and deep insight into 
preferences of Kiwis, spanning many life 
stages.

Local insights

We have a special place in the hearts of 
Kiwis - everyone has their Trade Me story.

Kiwi affection

We span many sectors with a unified brand, 
and platform. The whole is greater than the 
sum of the parts. 

The breadth of our portfolio
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To make life better 
for Kiwis through 
online experiences 
they love

Our vision

Know our customers and local market 
intimately, and be a better fit than any 
global player

Know our customers

Broaden our offering to be as useful 
and relevant as possible in a local 
context

Broaden our offering

Be fast, accurate and effective with all 
that we do, and especially with what 
we build

Be effective with what we do



Summary investment 
proposition
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• We have strong market positions in models with strong 
natural advantage to the #1 player

• Our robust revenue models have stood the test of time 

• We are a growth sector business with good prospects

• Our businesses are diverse, in different industries with 
good barriers to entry

• We have strong cash generation and good yield

• We have exposure to a strong NZ economy



Email investors@trademe.co.nz
Web investors.trademe.co.nz
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